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“Thank You for making
Highnoon proud member of
10 Billion Club”
Becoming in the league of leading
company is a dream for every
pharmaceutical organization in Pakistan
and major milestone achievements
brings that dream closer to reality.
Highnoon also made this fantastic news
a possibility by recently joining the ‘10
Billion Club.’
A few years ago, the number of 10
billion was a distant dream but thanks
to the commitment, diligence, and faith
in the organization, this team has been
able to serve customers and keep up
with the challenging demands of today.

This was only possible due to the entire
Highnoon family working towards
a common goal to be number one.
Maintaining this trend of being fastest
growing Company for the last three
years depicts the commitment of this
team. We must keep on winning this race
and maintain the strong momentum
to be among top 10 corporates.
Highnoon family is charged, excited,
and looking forward to achieve many
more milestones & accomplishments in
the future.

Highnoon Laboratories unveils Corona
Combat Clinic initiative across Pakistan
A CSR drive from one of the country’s
leading Pharmaceutical vows to make
healthcare centers safe.
In pursuit of safeguarding the healthcare
providers
amidst
the
Coronavirus
pandemic, Highnoon Laboratories Limited
extends its support to the healthcare
community by launching the Corona
Combat Clinic initiative across Pakistan.
Corona Combat Clinic initiative is focused
on providing state-of-the-art protection
equipment to healthcare centers all over
Pakistan. This will not only help protect
doctors, nurses, support staff and patients
but will also enable these help centers
to implement guidelines issued by DRAP
and WHO. Additionally, disinfection and
sanitization services along with air quality
improvement initiatives are also in place
at these health centers and protocols
have been established to ensure strict
compliance with these guidelines.
Many healthcare professionals and
practitioners have appreciated the
Corona Combat Clinic initiative for the
safety and sanitization of front-line
medical heroes:”Highnoon is among the
pioneers in considering safety of doctors
on priority. This clinic disinfection along

with providing protective equipment is
really commendable”, remarkable senior
consultant Neurophysician practicing in
Rawalpindi. Another senior Cardiologist
praised this noble effort and commented,
“In this pandemic of Covid-19, I appreciate
the efforts of Highnoon for being on
the front line for the safety of doctors
and patients” The National Institute of
Cardiovascular diseases (NICVD) Karachi
has also appreciated Highnoon’s efforts
for “generous spray services”.

Chairman Highnoon, Tausif Ahmad
Khan commented, “Highnoon is making
efforts to ensure that patients seeking
healthcare are provided the healthcare
they need. Patients are unable to get the
medical attention they urgently need

because of the lockdowns and also the
fact that patients are avoiding visits
to the doctors out of fear of catching
Coronavirus. Medical intervention should
not be delayed under any circumstances.
Through Corona Combat Clinic initiative,
online services have also been rolled out
to encourage patients to seek medical
advice at home if they desire.”
CEO Highnoon, Dr. Adeel Abbas said,
“Highnoon group has a proven track
record of fulfilling a promise i.e. to act
as a responsible corporate entity whose
focus has always been to give back to
the society which is also in line with
our Chairman’s vision who has a long
history of philanthropic contributions.
”Highnoon as part of its continuous CSR
efforts, supports Pakistan Red Crescent
Society, Thalassemia societies like Fatimid
foundation, Sundus foundation and other
NGOs. “Safety and well-being are of utmost
importance to us and we will continue
to support our frontline warriors against
Covid-19. We are 100 percent committed
to our promise of contributing to a
healthier nation for a prosperous
Pakistan”, he further added.
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One important key to
success is

self-confidence.
An important key
to self-confidence is

preparation.
Culture gives employees a driving goal
and purpose for what they do. It connects
your leadership team with the rest of the
employees and binds them with a set of
shared beliefs. Employees want to feel
like they are contributing to something
larger than themselves. Mr. Muhammad
Nazir, Manager Administration in Karachi
office is working with us for more than
two decades and sharing his personal and
professional experiences:

If you could choose anyone, who would
you pick as your mentor ?

What do you value most about our culture
and vision ?

When was the last time you laughed so
hard you cried ?

I am honored to say that :

Never have I laughed that hard. Yes, I
have shed some tears of joy, and that all
relates to my family having accomplished
something big in their lives.

HNL has excellent adopting, prospering,
motivational and family caring culture in
which every single member of HNL Family
is living with its true professional worth
and is enjoying the taste of being attached
with such a highly professional Family
Organization.
As far as The Vision of HNL FAMILY is
concerned, it’s really an amazing worthy
objective of the HNL Leadership to get
stand the Organization in the row of
leading Super Stars of Pharmaceutical
Industry by putting all their visionary
action plans and efforts to achieve their
Objectives.
What personal and professional accomplishments are you most proud of ?
I am proud of the day that Late Jawaid Tariq
Khan had personally issued appreciation
certificate to me.
If you could switch jobs with someone,
who would it be ?
I am extremely satisfied with my job and
do not wish to switch it with any other job.
What is on your wish list for your next five
years here ?
Not much! just wish to have more time to
explore Islam five years down the road.
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Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah or
Allam Iqbal.
If you could change one thing about
working here, what would it be ?
So far nothing seems to be out of place;
I feel whatever is being done is fine and
does not need to be changed.

What’s your favorite line from a film ?
When you got to shoot, shoot, don’t talk.
(The Good, The Bad and The Ugly)
What is your guilty pleasure ?
My work gives me pleasure and at times I
feel guilty of not giving as much time to my
family as I wished to.
What advice would you give to recent new
entrants ?
self-confidence, honesty, and dedication
are the keys to success. At the same time,
never feel shy to ask others around you
whatever you do not know.
Would you rather be rich or would you
rather be King ?
It is very important for us to realize who
is rich and who is The King. To me, rich
is not someone having lots of money, it
is someone who does not fear to spend
whatever he has and yes I would rather
be rich. Kingship on the other hand
belongs to Allah The Almighty and anyone
considering himself as a King is unable
to understand how miserably helpless a
human being is.

Muhammad Nazir
Would you quit your job if you won the
lottery, even if you loved your current
position ?
No, because working gives me satisfaction
and at this age, it is satisfaction that
matters much more than money.
Tell me about an accomplishment that
shaped your career?
There are a lot of things but the most
basic and biggest of these all is that I have
stayed loyal to my organization and that is
why Allah has blessed me so much.
What do you enjoy doing in your free time?
I enjoy reading and spending time with my
grandchildren.
Describe your personality as a flavor of Ice
Cream ?
Hot chocolate with vanilla ice cream.
If there are two types of people in the
world, what are they and which one are
you ?
Ones who keep finding reasons for their
failure and the ones who just take failure
as part of their strengthening up process.
And I for sure am the second one.
If you are driving in your new two-seater
sports car in the rain and pass a bus stop
with 3 significant people who do you give
a ride ?
The passenger seat might well already be
occupied by a family member.
What do you like to do outside of work ?
I listen to news from all over the world and
keep myself up-to-date with the current
affairs.
Describe a time when you weren’t pleased
with your work and why ?
I always try to give my best but as human
beings we do mistakes but my colleagues
and my seniors are very helpful, they
always encouraged me in tough times.

SOHAIB SHEIKH has joined us as
Director Consumer Marketing. He comes
with a diverse experience of over 23 years
including hospitality, telecom and sports
marketing industries. Working for some
of the top brands of Pakistan such as Jazz,
Ufone, Wateen Telecom and Pakistan Cricket,
he has created some powerful brands in his
life especially Pakistan Super League.
DR. ABIDA has joined as Associate
Director Group Quality Compliance. She is
Ph.D in Chemistry. Her area of expertise
are Quality Operations & regulatory. She is
certified GMP Professional from American
Society of Quality & hold multiple local & international certifications. She is also the review member of HEC Technology development funds projects from last three years.

Annie

Mazhar Malik is a
Chartered Accountant from ICAP as well
as ACMA & CGMA from CIMA UK has
joined us as Head of Finance & Accounts.
She has diverse 14 years of experience
in a number of Finance leadership
roles where she was a member of the
leadership teams and responsible for
financial operations.

RAJA NABEEL BANWA is an MBA
from Lums and has joined the Highnoon
Family as Head of Brands and Digital
Marketing. He has been working in various
industries such as advertising, digital
marketing, FMCG and sports marketing for
the last 8 years. He has worked for brands
like Cornetto, Lipton, Nescafe.

RD Bookers Management System
We revamp the MIS Department in
2015 since its relaunch this department
is quietly playing a vital role in the
company’s progression. The department
is headed by Khawaja Wajih ur Rehman,
who joined Highnoon as Assistant
Manager (I.T.) in 2013. Currently, he has
a dedicated team of 7 staff member
who are providing various insights to
their Customers. This department has
expertise in Database Management,
Android
Application
Development,
Website
Development,
Dashboard
Development, etc.
In January 2020, our Trade Team comes
with a new idea to utilize Bookers of a
Regional Distributor as their strength
and to expand their business through
them. To engage these RD Bookers with
marketing strategies was huge task.

SFA Portal. This portal enables Trade
Team Managers to set their Bookers
level targets every month.
They also introduced a new Android
Application “Inspire Sales Reporting” to
monitor Sales vs Targets and Unique
Chemist Count (UCC) at Booker level on
a daily basis. This App enables Trade
Team Managers to keep an eye on every
booker under their supervision.
To engage RD Bookers, they are
equipped with a daily SMS, which
provides them a bird’s eye view of their
sales against a target to keep them align
with their objectives.

Shared by: MIS. Department

MIS established an online system, on
which they enroll more than 350 Bookers
and align their respective territories on
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The Resulting Shift
Best Manage The Change!
Keep the tradition of Burraqs alive, at
a very fast pace we adapted the digital
means to continue our academics
events with our valuable customers. A
national webinar on Echocardiography
was conducted on Zoom.
Respected
Dr.
Shahbaz
Sarwar
(consultant cardiologist in Doctors
Hospital Lahore) was our main
speaker while Prof. Dr. Amber Malik
(interventional cardiologist at Sheikh
Zayed Hospital Lahore) appeared and
participated as a worthy panelist.
More than 200 cardiologists attended
this webinar, appreciated this initiative &
requested to continue it in this COVID-19
era for a good cause.

“It is not the strongest or the most intelligent
who will survive but those who can best
manage change.” - Leon C. Megginson
In continuation, a step ahead webinar on
Global Hypertension Practice Guidelines
2020 was arranged right after its publishing.
Highnoon Cardiology was the first to
take on board all the leading consultant
cardiologists and arranged Webinar just
a day before World Hypertension Day
2020. Prof. Dr. Feroz Memon presented
the new guidelines and served as our
main speaker, Prof. Dr. M. Ishaq, Prof. Dr.
Shahbaz Kureshi, Prof. Dr. Aziz Ur Rahman,
Prof. Dr. Zubair Akram, Prof. Dr. Jamal
Zafar appeared as panelists while Dr. Riffat
Sultana moderated the session.
More than 1000 doctors attended the
Webinar while thousands of people
watched it on Facebook live.
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in Marketing Trends
Social Media Awareness Campaign
During the recent scenario of CORONA pandemic where there are so many misconceptions
regarding COVID-19, people do not know what exactly they need to do. HIGHNOON
LABORATORIES LTD initiated to provide them much needed awareness, especially to those
patients who are suffering from ASTHMA & COPD. These days social media have been the
most powerful way of communication and awareness, so as a part of HNL CSR initiative,
a nationwide campaign for Respiratory illness (Asthma, COPD, Allergy and COVID-19) have
been shared via digital media including Facebook and YouTube, to create awareness of the
disease and increase Share of Voice of HIGHNOON LABORATORIES LTD and SAANS Zindagi
Hai Helpline. SAANS Zindagi Hai is the First YouTube Channel by HIGHNOON LABORATORIES
LTD. In the 1st phase we have engaged approximately 100 HCPs, recorded, and uploaded
their messages to SAANS Zindagi Hai YouTube and Facebook pages.

Webinar Series On Covid-19
Highnoon Laboratories has always initiated in exploring global learning opportunities
for health care professionals (HCPs) in Pakistan. As a part of its academic facilitation
programs, Webinars are one of the prime initiatives at Highnoon to revolutionize
the quality of health regimes locally. These AIRWEB Webinar platforms have always
been productive for HCPs not only to ensure better understanding of disease
concept, but also help to introduce most recent treatment options specially in
pulmonology & medical segment in Pakistan.
In line with above, Respiratory Team have executed Foreign Speaker Webinar
Session on 24th June 2020 (Wednesday). The topic of Webinar was “Task Force
Experiences in COVID-19 Management”.
3 leading Pulmonologists from Pakistan moderated the session, Prof. Ali Bin Zuberi
(AKUH), Prof. Javed Ahmed Khan (AKUH) and Prof. Nisar Ahmed Rao (President
Pakistan Chest Society).
3 Foreign Speakers from London (UK) Dr. Christopher Hui, Dr. Amir Jehangir and
Dr. Iana Martini were representing Royal Free London (COVID-19 PME Task Force).
We have been able to engage more than 3000 doctors by registering them for this
Webinar with joined efforts of Team 4 along with all other teams of Commercial-2.
We recorded the Webinar Session and uploaded it on our SAANS Helpline Facebook
page and shared link with all those Doctors who were not able to join the Webinar
Session.
In current scenario where there are misconceptions about COVID-19 disease.
Foreign Speakers from Royal Free London (COVID-19 PME Task Force) offered
COVID-19 updated treatment options and prevention education to the local
medical fraternity of Pakistan.
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Passion Redefined - Making it Possible!!
Now, when entire Pharma Industry
is passing through turbulent times of
Covid-19, Route 2 Pharm team remained
distinctive to ensure customer/field
contact possible plus the launch of
Xtract-M turned out to be a history in
making event; wherein our passion to
redefine success made it possible to
conduct launch meetings, ensured record
availability & created positive market vibes
for Xtract-M.
Passion to empower.
Xtract-M is the name of the Passion, that
empowers Male health through its unique,
safe, and effective formulation. There are
many aspects that are unique and one
of its kind related to Xtract-M, starting
from the record availability through M&P
appointed as national distribution for the
first time. Another unique move is the

promotional strategy where for the first
time in the Pharma industry, 1 brand (1
SKU) was launched by 2 different teams.
Team 8 (Dragons) to promote through
trade channel and Team 6 (Zarrars) to
launch in Gynae/GP segment.
Another unique aspect was the launch
meeting itself where both teams were
connected in person and via online means.
8th June 2020 marks the first launch day
of Xtract-M at Ramada Hotel Lahore where
Lahore, Gujranwala, Sahiwal teams were
present at the hotel while Faislabad and
Sargodha teams were connected virtually.
Next meeting took place on 9th June 2020
where North & KPK teams were present
at Ramada Hotel Islamabad and Kashmir
region members were connected virtually.
Our last meeting was conducted at
Avari Hotel Karachi, where Karachi and
Hyderabad teams were present at hotel
while Sukkur, Multan, Bahawalpur, and
Quetta were virtually connected.

Every challenge opens the doors for
new opportunities, and we took this
opportunity to instill that Passion into our
team members. We remained honored
to have our respected MD/CEO of HNL
Dr. Adeel Abbas virtual presence during
all meetings to share ‘Corporate Passion
Vision’ with the R2P team. Dr. Adeel
Abbas speech made every R2P member
motivated to promote Xtract-M with sheer
responsibility narrating nothing but a
professional Quality perspective! This was
followed by Mr. Aamir Zafar’s (COO R2P)
session defining new horizons to start a
passionate journey. He shared R2P vision
about making Xtract-M, as one of the
most successful launch of HNL surpassing
all previous records!! Mr. Qaswer Abbas
HOSB of R2P shared marketing & sales
strategic essence of Xtract-M, whereas Mr.
Zimran Bakhsh, Product Manager Xtract-M
briefed depth and width of promotional /
doctor / trade /distribution aspects with
the team.
R2P is committed to make Xtract-M another
silver bullet in HNL’s portfolio, leaving no
stone unturned to bring this vision into
reality, Thus Making it Possible...!!

Science of Balance
Due to the rising number of cases reported with COVID-19 in
Pakistan, Highnoon Pain Care division has launched an exclusive
awareness drive “Science of Balance” to create public awareness
about COVID-19 disease and its precautions on social media
via
“Highnoon corporate Facebook page”. During these
awareness drives video messages from 30 leading Orthopedics
& Rheumatologists of Pakistan were cast. These videos aimed to
deliver much needed conclusive and accurate information about
COVID-19 disease, its symptoms, precautionary measures, and
management.
These video messages were cast in the month of April and May.
In these video messages, all leading health care professionals
emphasized physical activity & intake of a healthy diet with
enriched vitamins, minerals, and proteins. As a result of lockdown
and sedentary lifestyle during these days, the prevalence of low
back pain & osteoarthritis is also increased.
Apart from these video messages, animated exercise videos to
avoid Low Back Pain & Osteoarthritis were also cast from the
very same social media platform.
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Process Efficiency Enhancement
Since the late 1980s, several workshops
and symposiums have been held on
subjects of manufacturing changes and
approaches for guaranteeing unchanged
product quality and performance.

2. Re-Filling of Ink
Cartridge

Developing
Organizations
like
HIGHNOON LABORATORIES consistently
look for new chances to put resources
into consistence, compliance, and
proficiency capacities to increase the
value of the business via implementation
of different projects such as

• Forces & variable speed powder
• Auto weight control through Servo
motors
• Adjusts pressure and filling depth
automatically
• Pre-pressure monitoring
• Punch tightness monitoring
• Ejection force monitoring
• Single rejection of bad tablets
• Sampling for good tablets
• Single punch main pressure monitoring
• Single punch pre-pressure monitoring

Minimizing the cartridge usage with
unchanged printing quality through
Re-filling of ink would lead to 4.9M
cost saving per annum and reduction
in number of cartridges utilized and
40% enhancement in efficiency with
compliant results.

Automatic High-Speed
Rotary Tablet Press

1.Batch Size Enhancement and process optimization for the products:
• Misar 20mg tablet

• Batch management
• Event log
These are a few of salient features
of newly inducted high speed, better
and cGMP compliant Tablet Press
in compression machines fleet of
Highnoon Laboratories. This state of
artfully computerized tablet press has
the capability to produce both single
layer and double-layer tablet of any
shape like round, oval, capsule, caplet
etc. Thanks to its computerized weight
control system which can detect and
reject single tablet even at a speed
of 200,000 tablets/ hour. Besides the
normal tablets, this machine can also
produce double layer tablets with auto
sampling of individual layer weight
option.
Safety and ergonomic are integral
design element of this machine.
Machine is equipped with series of
sensors and interlocking to make sure
the operator’s safety as well as machine
itself. The powder auto loading system
and turret height these are the features
which make this machine ergonomically
friendly to operator.

• Misar 40mg tablet
• Serc 8mg tablet
• Serc 24mg tablet
• Serc 16mg tablet
• Hilin 75mg capsule
• Hilin 50mg capsule
• Lipirex 40mg tablet
• Colofac 135mg tablet
Batch size flexibility results in a highly
efficient
manufacturing
method,
increased OEE (overall equipment
effectiveness), optimized R&D and
reduced process cycle time with
accumulative cost saving of Rs. 10M per
Annum.

• Recipe based machine settings
feeders

Recent guideline changes and the
introduction of Quality by Design
(QbD) initiatives further underline
the prerequisite to comprehend the
connection between formulation design,
process and product performance. These
factors, risk assessed and investigated
appropriately, together, result in a
validated commercial manufacturing
process that is both robust and flexible.
This approach brings advantages
such as a greater understanding of
design space and process controls,
enabling efficient technology transfer
of new products and processes into
the commercial environment, where
they can supplement such things
as lean manufacturing, continuous
improvement
programs
and
sustainability initiatives .

• Complete automatic functions

• Faster, Stable, Reliable
• Meet GMP requirement
• Safe Operation
• High precision manufacturing

HNL strategic products like Triforge,
Tagipmet-XR, Misar, Ranola are among
other products which will be produced
on this machine. It goes without saying
that with addition of this machine,
our compression processing time will
reduce in multiples as compared to our
existing machines.

• Modular design for quickly installing
and disassembling
• High-Performance PLC and Industrial

Shared by: Mr. Faisal Shahzad

computer control
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COVID-19 Tough Times Challenges & Solutions
At Highnoon, safety and well being of
employees remains our top priority.
Keeping in view COVID – 19 spread, steps/
measures and SOPs were exercised
immediately to ward off the pandemic
effectively. For physical & mental well
being of employees, a support group was
created on WhatsApp, ‘Covid Helpline’,
spearheaded by Head of Medical Affairs
to effectively counsel employees affected
by pandemic and fear/ anxiety associated
with it.
This social group gives practical advice to
employees to overcome the fear/ anxiety
and stigma associated with it and how to
get back to normal life again.
Successful negotiations were carried
out with Alfalah Insurance Company to
cover all employees and their dependents
(including spouse/ children/ parents)
with COVID – 19 related hospitalization
expenses.

ا� یھب وس�ال ںیم مال ےھجم
وس�ال اک وج� ب
ش ت
ہک �د�� اک رس�و�ر یھب �واصل ںیم مال ےھجم
ت ت
دہم ےس ربق �ک ��ا�ولی �اک رفس ایک
ہی نیچ یھب ق�ر�ا�ر یھب مالل ںیم مال ےھجم

ت
� یہ �ی�ا�رےتہکےھتہک �ر�اہ ےہ ُ�بہ�نھٹک
ویںس ب
�
ہی �ا� جو� یھب امکل یھب �ز�و�ال ںیم مال ےھجم
�
ت
ت
ا� ےس اجم�ز ںیم �وق� ےک دبےنل �ک
وخ� ب
�ن
ریت�ا �ومہ یھب امگ یھب ایخل ںیم مال ےھجم

Be Happy
1

2

3

4

()اصلحہ دیعس

م
وھبےل ےس ُ�جھ وک �ی�ا�د ہن �آیئ ریتی یھبک
ت
�
�ا�و�ر �ُ�و ےن �ا� یک �پل یھب بھال�ی�ا ںیہن ےھجم

ت
�
کِس کِس اہبےن �ر�زق �د�ی�ا �ُ�و ےن �اے رکمی
ش
� یھب ُسال�ی�ا ںیہن ےھجم
وھباک وت �ا� یک � ب
�آیئ ہن ریتے لُطف�ورکم ںیمیھبکیمک
وگ �اِس اکقحتسمیھبیھبک�پ�ا�ی�ا ںیہن ےھجم
�دِل ےسریتےوضح�رںیماحرضوہں �اے �رمیح
ریت�ا رکم ہک �د�ر ےس اٹہ�ی�ا ںیہن ےھجم
( ) افہمطُ �ازل�ہ�ر�ا

Boss: Can you come to office on Sunday there’s some work to finish.
Me: Sure, however, I’ll be late at work as public transport on Sunday’s is really bad.
Boss: Sure. That should be fine. By when would you reach.
Me: “Monday!”
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